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226 LUDWIG KOENEN 

the history of Petra and its hinterland in the sixth century. While 
city no longer was an ali-important hub in long-distance trade, 

she was not destroyed by an earthquake in 551. She was populated 
and active and had many churches, including the church and the 
residence of the bishop. Petra's titulature shows a that was proud 

her history within the Roman and Byzantine Empire, just as her 
elite was proud of offices and honorary tides. But the names of peo
ple and places profess also pride of the NabataeanlArabic past and 
presence. The power lay in the hand of the landowning dite which 
still could make a living for themselves. Greek had become the legal 
and administrative language, but people probably spoke Arabic in 
the street. In many regards this city is much like others in the 
Byzantine East. administrative language shows many local idio
syncrasies, but overall it was very much the same as in Egyp t.63 

Behind phenomenon, there is cleady the administrative and cul
tural influence of the central power in Constantinople. Byzantine 
delegation of power is not necessarily a sign of weakness and oncom

doom. 

and Space in Sixth Century Petra," Alli det XXI! 5015; and Caldwell, 
Between Stafe and Steppe, 111-49. 

b:l Koenen, "Preliminary Observations," 727-42. 

AN EARLY ARABIC LEGAL PAPYRUS 

Geoffrey Khan 

wntmg material papyrus, which played a crucial role in the 
development of ancient Egyptian civilization and retained its impor
tance in Egypt throughout the Greek and Roman periods, was taken 
over by the Arabs when they conquered Egypt in the seventh cen-

CE. Tt continued as the main writing material of this region until 
tenth cent ury CE, when it was supplanted by paper. Parchment, 

whieh had already been introduced into the Near East in the first 
millennium BCE, was also used by the Arabs in Egypt for the writ

of certain texts side by side with papyrus and, later, side by 
with paper. 

Paper was first manufactured in the Islamie world in Samarqand, 
having been introduced there from China in the second century 
AH.!eighth cent ury CE, and came into general use in the Eastern 
Islamic lands; such as Iran and Iraq, earlier than in the \Vestern 
lands. 

The vast majority of Arabic papyri that are extant today have 
been discovered in Egypt, which was the centre of its manufacture. 
We also have some Arabic papyri that were written elsewhere in the 
Near East, such as Syria, Palestine, and Iraq, most of which were 
discovered in archaeological excavations in these regions. 

There are thousands of Arabie papyri in scores of collections 
throughout the wodd. The majority of these are in the possession 
of academic libraries, though a considerable number are in the 
of private collectors. Only a very small proportion of these have 
been published. The vast majority of extant Arabie papyri are doc
uments of some sort; these include legal deeds, administrative doc
uments, accounts, and private letters. A small proportion of them 
are fragments of Arabic literary texts. 

The majority of extant Arabie papyri from Egypt are datable to 
the third Islamic century (ninth century CE), i.e., the last century in 
which papyrus was widely used. Papyri from the first two Islamic 
centuries are much rarer. The early papyri differ from those of the 

Tslamic century not only in their number, but also in their 
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script and other codicological practices. Of particular interest are the 
early Islamie legal papyri, which differ in structure from those of 
1ater centuries. Many aspects of the content of the Arabie legal doc
uments on papyrus have their roots in pre-Islamic antiquity. The 
early Arabie papyri from the fint two Islamic centuries are impor
tant for elueidating these pre-Islamic origins. 

In this paper 1 shall present a hitherto unpublished Arabie legal 
papyrus document from the second Islamic century and examine its 
background. The papyrus is a deed of lease of a house datable to 
180 A.H. (796 CE). It is preserved in the Michaelides collection of 
papyri, which is in the possession of Cambridge University Library.l 

Michaelides P. B 59. Brown papyrus. 15.5 cm X 26 cm. The text 
is written perpendicular to the papyrus fibres. 

Text 

r:"'"")1 ~)1 Jl1 r"I 1. 

..:....,.,JI .sjL.......-l1 [ ...-J........s-,y. clWl -Y> .s.f! J,......-.I:! ,y. J .s.fl L. IJ.. 2. 

~1.s~J .sJJI..:....,.,J1 y.J ":J ~I ..r'tIaJ!,y. ~ )..).) .sJJI 3. 

.sJJ1 

~\..) ~.JJ..:....,.,JI y4 ~~.J ~ )..IJI Ji--b .) 4. 

~I ~u-'1..:r..r>-! ..:r~J.:.r.r:..) ~<.!.U'; ~1.f1 5. 


<.!.U.l ~~ .t!L.J ..;,;;1..; L ~ Jt:.--~ JJIJ 6. 


,y. ~I......,...::-Jo/'4.,;~ yl5 ~J ~.)JI <Ï:!)~I !JII VI ~I -Y> VI J"i~ 7. 


~~ t~~J ~WI ~J !JII ,y. r..s-:P 8. 

Textual notes 

3. 	 In the word ~I the papyrus fibres are disturbed between the 
bit) and the yit', which gives the impression that they are not 
linked. Also, there is an unusual flourish above the yi/. 

7. 	 There is scriptio diféctiva of long â in the word 4"j...lf...t. 

1 l am grateful to the syndics of Cambridge University Library for granting me 
permission to pubJish this document. The Arabie papyri in the Michaelides collec
tion have now been Jully catalogued (see G. Khan, A Clltnlogue qf the Arabie PIl!!yn 
in the Michaelides Collection [Cambridge University Library, 2000]). 

1 
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,",-,/' 

--""'.>'''_-~~''"'''' 
.~ ---_...="'~,..",....._~- ... 

Cambridge University Library, J\fichaelides P. B 59. 

8. 	 The rcading of the name as J:.:'.J (Rutbrl) is not completely cer
tain. It could also be read as j.:.Hj (Zanbïl); cf. al-])ahabr, al
Mustabih}t 'asma' al-rijal (ed. P. De Jong; Leiden: Brill, 1881) 216. 

Translation 

1. In the name of God the merciful and compassionate 
2. 	This is what [ son of] Isma'rl leased. He leased to 'Abd al-

Malik ibn 'Umar al-Ma'afid the house 
3. 	 that is in the compound of 'Ubayd ibn al-Tahir al-Lakmï,3 this 

being the house that is north of the masque that is 

2 The nÎsba refers to the tribe of al.Ma'afir, which belonged to the Qal)tan group 
and was of South Arabian origin. A large proportion of al-Ma'afir settled in E!;,'ypt. 
A district was named after the tribe in Fus!at; cf. al-Maqrïzï, ltiliib al-mawà'i;:, ma
t-'i'tibàr bi-dikr at-kï{a! wal'iilàr (Bülâq: Dâr al-':j:ïbâ'ah al-Nfi~rïyah, 1853) 1.297-98. 

3 The tribe of Lalsm also belonged to the Qal;ttan group and enten'd Egypt in 
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4. 	withjn the compound, including what is enclosed by the door of 
the house and also a place to tether pack-animaIs. 

5. 	 He leased this to him for a sum of two dïnars in cash, two 

dïnars, for three months. 


6. 	 The start of its year is the begînning of ~afàr, in the year one 
hundred and eighty (~ 14 April 796 CE). This was witnessed by 

7. Jïbir ibn 'Abd al-J:Iamïd ibn'Abï al:Jawziyya al-Qurasï, his doc
ument of testimony being written by his command, and 'Imran 
ibn 'Ïsa ibn 'Abï Rutbïl al-Gafiqï,4 who wrote his testimony with 
his hand. 

A number of scholars have pointed out that many of the formulae 
that are found in medieval Muslim legal documents from Egypt have 
close parallels in the legal formularies of the pre-Islamic Near East.5 
The formulae that scholars have compared with those of pre-Islamic 
documents mainly come from documents of the fourth and fifth 
Islamic centuries (tenth and eleventh centuries CE), i.e., the F\ïtimid 
period in Egypt, or, at the earliest, from the third Islamic century 
(ninth century CE). The provenience of the majority of these docu
ments is Egypt. The formulae in question have close paraUe!s in 
Grcek documents of Byzantine Egypt. They have paraUds also in 
the formulary of Coptic documents from the seventh and eighth cen
turies CE, which is directly based upon the Greek Byzantine formu
lary.o For this reason, scholars have assumed that paraUds with the 
Greek and Coptic formulae that are found in Arabic documents 

great numbers with the conquering Arah armics. A district was named after thcm 
in Fusçaç (cf. aJ-Maqrizï, Kitiib al-mawii<i;:). 

4 Many members of the tribe of al-Gafiq entered early IsJamic Egypt. A district 
\Vas named after them in Fus!a! (cf. al-Maqrïzï, Kitiib al-mawii<i;:). 

; The most thorough treatmcnt of this question to date is G. Frantz-Murphy, HA 
Companson of the Arabie and Earlier Egyptian Contract Formularies," parts I-V, 
}NES 40 (1981) 203-25; '14 (1985) 99-114; 47 (1988) 105-12; 269-80; 48 (1989) 
97- 107, where references to earlier studies may be found. A. Grohmann noted 
some parallels betwcen the Arabic and the pre-Islamic formularies in his edition of 
Icgal papyri, e.g., APEL 1.143-'14, 172. See also Grohmann, From the World qfArabic 
Pa/J.vri (Cairo: Al-Maarcf Press, 19.')2) 189. 

li L. Boulard, "La vente dans les actes Coptes)" ltudes d'histoire juridique qjJèrteJ à 
Paul Frédéric Girard (Paris: Librairie P. Gcuthner, 1913) 2.89-94; A. Steinwenter, 
Siudien .tu den koptischen Reclasurkunden aus Oberiigyplen (Leipzig: H. Hacssel Nachfolger, 
1920; [reprint: Amsterdam: Hakkert, 1967]) 2,61; W. Till, "Die koptische Stipu
lationsklausel," Or 19 (1950) 8l. 
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forfrom Egypt resulted from a direct continuation of the local 
mularies by the Arabie scribes. 7 

The problem ",,1.th this assumption) however, is that many of the 
formulae in question do not occur in early Arabie legal documents 
dating from the first and second centuries AH. This is clearly shown 
by a comparison of the formulary of the deed of lease from the sec
ond Islamic century that is published here with that of equivalent 

documents from the Fatimid period. 

The document has the following structure: 
1. 	 Opening formula identifying the lessor. The act of leasing is 

expressed by verbs from the root ,Jkry. The formula is: hiidti ma 
)akra fulan ibn fulan "this is what so-and-so son of so-and-so Icased." 

2. 	 Identification of the Icssee and of the property that is leased 
together with its location: 'akrti fulan ibn fu/an al-bqyt alladï.fi .. ,"He 
leased to so-and-so son of so-and-so that house that is' " 
Thcre is no systematic description of the boundaries of the prop
erty on the four cardinal points. 

3. 	The amount of the rent and the period: 'akriihu dâlika bi-kadii wa

kada 'iia taliitat 'a.rhur "He leased that for such-and-such a sum 
for three m'onths." 

4. 	List of witnesses.8 

Leases of immobile propertY from the Fatimid period have a much 
more elaborate forrnulary. They consist of the following components: 
1. 	Opening formula. This identifies the transaction with a verb from 

the root ,J)'r and identifies the parties: hiidii ma ista'jara X min r 
"this is what X leased from Y" 

2. 	 Identification of the property. 
(i) 	 Restricting formula. This describes the location of the prop

erty and its internai structure. The boundaries of the property 
on the four cardinal points are described in the order South

North-East-West. 

7 See the references in n. 1; also M. Gronke, "La rédaction des actes privés dans 
le monde musulman médiéval; Th(~OIie et pratique," Studia Islam ira 59 (1984) 160 
n. 1; M. Krause, "Coptic legal sources," The Coptic 'Enrydopedia (ed. A.S. Atiya; New 
York/Toronto: Macmillan, 1991) 5.1438 ("Thc Grcek and Coptic forrnulanes ... lived 
on in the Arabie documcnts drawn up for former Christians converted 10 Islam"). 

8 Another Arabie deed of lease from 180 A.H. is extant, which has the same 
structure (CPA 64)_ 

http:allad�.fi
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Accessory formula. This lists ail the rights and appurtenances 
of the property that are induded in the lease. It i8 a regu
lar feature of documcnts of sale at this period but is optional 
in leases, e.g., bi-hudüd dalika kullihi wa-~uqüqihi wa-marafiqihi 
wa-murtqfaq{Uihi "with ail its boundaries, rights, amenities and 
facilities" (ALAD no. 24). 

3. 	 Declaration that the property i5 free from encumbrances, e.g., 
wa-hiya mzifàrralfa Iii fâlfillahii "it being free, without encumbrance" 
(ALAD no. 25). 

4. 	 Specification of the period of the lease. 
5. 	Amount of rent and terms of payment. 
6. 	 Validity formula. This is expressed in an adverbial phrase qual

ifying the verb istaJ"ara, e.g., >jjaratan fa~ï~atan jii>iza "valid, per
missible lease" (ALAD no. 22), >ijiiratan ,(a~ï~atan mârJiyatan "a 
valid, operative lease" (ALAD nos 24, 25). 

7. 	 Constituent acts of the transaction. These are the delivery of the 
property by the lessor and the receipt by the lessee, e.g., wa-sal
lamat hiidihi al->ii]ïra >ila hiida al-musta)"ir jamt' ma waqa(at (alayhi 
hadihi al->ijara wa-tasallama dülika minha "This lessor delivered to 
this lessee ail that thi5 lease entailed and received it from 
her" (ALAD no. 24). 

8. 	Specification of the rights of the Iessee. In those documents that 
include this component, it i5 stated that the lessee has usufmct 
(intifiij of the property. The specific rights are then itemised, e.g., 
wa-wajaba fahu al->intijà< biha kayfo ma >a(labba min sUA71âha >aw 
>ijaratihâ "hi8 right to use it, however he "vishes, came into force, 
whether inhabiting it or leasing it" (ALAD no. 22). 

9. Separation of the parties. 

10. 	 Warranty. This is a regular feature of documents of sale writ
ten at this period but is optional in documents of lease. Those 
documents that contain a warrant y express it in a variety of 
ways. Sometimes the formula is similar to the one used in Farîmid 
documents of sale, e.g., fo-ma >adraka Mda al-mustaJïr ... Jima 
[waqa(at <alay]lzi hàd.ihi al->ijiira min darak min )a~ad [min al-niis kul
lihimfo-(alâ dfwa]n aljawiimi' wa-l-m[asajid taslïm mii yajib] lahu 
diilika "Consequently, should any daim be made against this 
1essee rcgarding what was entailed by this lease by any person
it is the dut y of the office of Friday and neighbourhood masques 
to hand over whatever is incumbent upon it" (ALAD no. 23). 

Il. 	Confirmation that the transaction was witnessed. This is expressed 
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in sorne documents by a statement that the parties "called wit
nesses to testify to their actions," e.g., 'afhadâ (ala 'arifùsihima 
(ALAD no. 22). In other documents the formula that is muai in 
documents of sale is used. It is indicated that the acknowledge
ment by the parties of aIl that was contained in the document 
was witnessed after it had been read to them, e.g., suhida 
'iqrar Julan ibn Juliin aPajir wa-l-mustaJ"ir bi-ma fihi bacda qira'itihi 
<alayhima (ALAD no. 25). 

12. 	Confirmation of the legal capacity of the parties. This is an 
adverbial phrase qualifying the act of acknowledgement, e.g., fi 
~iMa minhuma wajawaz 'amr (ALAD no. 22). 

13. 	Date. 
14. Witness clauses. The witness clauses are autograph testimonies 

the accredited witnesses (Cudül). They consist of a declaration 
that the witness has testified to the aeknowledgement by the 
lessor and the lessee of the contents of the document: fahida fitlan 
ibn Juliin <alii >iqriir al->iijir wa-l-mustaJ"ir bi-ma fihi. 

Documents of sale from the Fatirnid period exhibit similar structural 
componentsY A more specifie chronology for the introduction of 
sorne of the coniponents into the Arabie documents of Egypt can 
be established in sorne cases. Leases from Egypt begin to use verbs 
from the root ..J)r to refer to the act of lease from the second half 

the thirdlninth century.1O Validity formulae, for example, do not 
appear in documents from Egypt before the fifthl e1eventh century.ll 
Clauses indicating the rights of disposition of the purchaser are found 
no earlier th an the fourth/tenth century.12 

Autograph witness clauses are absent from documents datable ta 
the first two centuries A.H. In sorne early documents a clay seal is 
attached bearing the stamp or fingernai1 print of the witnesses. This 
is 	 found, for example, in a corpus of Arabic legal documents that 
were written in A(~hanistan in the middle of the second century 

9 For further details see G. Khan, Arabie ugal and Administrative Documents in the 
Cambridge Genizah Collections (Cambridge/New York: Press Syndicate of the University 
of Cambridge, 1993) 7-140, and G. Khan, "The Pre-Islamic Background of Muslim 
Legal Formularies," ARAM 6 (1994) 199-200. 

10 The earliest document of lease to use this root that is known to me is SAPKC 
13 (280 A.H.). 


11 See AlAD 32, 3R. 

12 E.g., APEL 57 (341 A.H.), APEL 59 (341 A.H.). 


http:century.12
http:century.ll
http:century.1O
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A.H. J:j t;arly extant documents from Egypt, however, generally close 
sim ply with a list of the names of the people who acted as witnesses 
ta the legal act recorded in the documcnt.14 

The deed of lease that is published here is the earliest Arabie doc
ument known ta me that mentions autograph signatures. At the end 
of this document it is stated that the second of the two witnesses 
wrote a testimony with his own hand (wa-kataba sahdahu bi-yadihi), 
though no autograph signature appears at the bottom of the docu
ment. With regard to the first witness, it is stated that "his docu
ment of testimony was written by his command" (kutiba kitiib sahiidatihi 
bi)amrihi). Legal documents containing autograph witness clauses WrÏt
ten at the bottom of the text are attested in Egypt from the begin
ning of the third Islamic century onwards. 15 

It would appear that in the first one-and-a-half centuries of Islam, 
witnesses only gave oral testimony. This was sometimes confirmed 
by seals. It was only from the end of the second Islamic century 
onwards that autograph witness clauses were written. At first these 
were not attached to the legal deed itself, but written in separate 
documents of testimony. This is the situation that is referred to in 
our document here. The autograph signatures were WrÏtten at the 
bottom of the text of Arabic legal documents only from the third 
century onwards. 

Many of the elements of the Greek formularies that are missing 

in the Arabic formularies from the first two Islamic centuries begin 

to appear in Arabic documents from the third Islamic ccntury onwards. 

Most of the features of the later Arabic documents that do not appear 

in the earlier ones can be found in Greek documents from pre

Islamic Egypt and sometimes also in Coptic documents from the first 

two Islamic centuries. We mention here the features that are rcle

" 	See G. Khan, Arabie Documents /rom Early lllamic Khurasiin (to appear). 
See G. Khan, "An Arabie Legal Document from the Umayyad Period," ]RAS

(Third Series) 4 (1994) 363-66. 

15 Kg., APEL 89 (209 AH.), APK 187 (210 AH.), APEL 126 (225 AH.), APEL 
98 (236 AH.), APEL .16 (239 AH.), APEL 114 (241 AH.), APEL 127 (247 AH.), 
APEL 93 (2.11 A.H.), Michaelides P. B 601 (262 AH.), APEL 39 (264 A.H.), 
Michaelides P. B 287 (264 AH.), APEL 128 (270 AH.), APEL 124 (271 AH.), 
APEL 129 (272 AH.), Michaelides P. B 1410 (272 AH.), APEL 52 (274 AH.), 
APEL 41 (279 AH.), Michaelides P. B 134 (280 AH.), Mirhaelides P. B 152 (283 

APEL 100 (284 AH.), APEL 121 (284 AH.), APEL 142 AH.), APEL 
AH.). 
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vant to our of development of the formulary of Arabie 
documents of lease. 

Formulae confirming that the legal act was performed willingly, 
without coercion, fraud, or error and was thereby valid are found 
in Greek documents. 16 It is a regular fèature of late Byzantine and 
Coptic documents recording private legal acts. 17 Clauses explicitly 
declaring the validity of the document also occur. 18 Byzantine Greek 
documents of lease and sale contaÎn acccssory formulae,19 specifications 
of the rights and!or duties of the lessee or buyer,20 and a warranty 
clearing the property of encumbrances from third parties.21 In pre
Islamic Demotic, Greek, and Coptic documents, the boundaries of 
property on the four cardinal points are described in the order South
North-East-West. Finally, \vitnesses wrote their autograph testimonies 
in Byzantine and Coptic documents. 

The early Arabic tradition of legal formularies, which is repre
sented in our deed of lease, is clearly independent of the Byzantine 
Greek and Coptic tradition. When the Arabs settled in Egypt at the 
beginning of the Islamic period, they did not simply Arabicize the 
tradition of legal formularies that was current in Egypt at that time. 
It would appe.ar that they brought with them an Arabie legal for
mulary tradition of their own, which is likely to have been in use 

the pre-Islamic period. 
This is shown clearly in a bilingual document from N essana in 

Negev Desert written in the first ccntury A.H. (67 A.H.l687 

16 F. Pringsheim, The Greek Law rif Sale (Weimar: Hermann Bohlaus Nachlolger, 
1950) 37. R. Taubenschlag, TIte Law ~f Greco-Roman E,..uypt in the L~ght rif the Papyri 
332 BC 640.!W (New York: Herald Square Press, 1944-48) 312-15. 

17 	 Boulard, "La vente dans les actes Coptes," 29; AA Schiller, "CoptÎc law," 
Review (September 1931) 221-22; Frantz-Murphy, ]NES 48, 101. 

18 E.g., P. Mieh. 666 (lease of land, sixth eentury CE): n/l{cr{)WCl\ç Kupia E<J1:at Kal 
BEl3aia "the lease shall be val id and onoerativoe." 

'9 E.g., P. Mich. 666 (Iease of land, 
20 E.g., P. Mieh. 662 (sale of part of a 11OUSC, seventh ccntury) and cxamples 

6;om Greek documents cited by MJ. Bry, Essai sur la vente dans les papyms Gréco
Egyptiens (Paris: L. Larosc & L. Tenin, 1909) 234·, and G. Frantz-Murphy, "A 
Comparison of Arabie and Earlier Egyptian Contract Fonnularies, part V: Formulaic 
Evidence," ]NES 48 (1989) 99. For Coptic documents, see Boulard. "La vente dans 
les actes Coptes," 

21 Bry, Essai sur la vente dans les Gréco-É,gptiens, 276. For Byzantine Greek 
documents sce Boulard, 54 and JNES 44, 112-13. For Coptic doc
uments see Boulard, 53-59. 

22 Cf. Grohmann, APEL 1.143-44. 

http:parties.21
http:documcnt.14
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23 The document in question (P.Ness. 56) is a release from a 
labour contract and has both a Greek and an Arabie version. If the 
Arabie legal formularies of the first Islamic centuI)' were directly 
dependent on the Greek, one would expect the Arabie to paraUel 
the Greek text in a bilinguaL In the Nessana document, however, 
the Arabie formulaI)' i8 independent of the Greek and, in sorne ele
ments, corresponds to the formulaI)' found in other Arabie docu
ments from the early Islamie period. The document, for example, 
closes with a list of names of witnesses without autograph signatures 
(sahida Julân ibn Julân ...). 

It is also important to note that Arabie terms and legal phrase
ology have been found in Nabatean documents from the Judaean 
Desert datable to the first two centuries CE. Sorne of these were 
identified by J.e. Greenfie!d24 and many more have been found by 
B. Levine.25 

1 have argued elsewhere26 that the development of the more e!ab
orate Arabie formularies that begin to appear in documents written 
in Egypt from the third Islamic century onwards 1S not likely to be 
due to be a "revival" of the pre-Islamic formularies that were cur
rent in Egypt in the Byzantine period. A more satisfactory expla
nation is that the more sophistieated formularies were introduced by 
Islamie jurists, whose centre of aetivity was Iraq. These jurists were 
clearly influenccd by pre-Islamic traditions, but they did not neccs
sarily adopt elements directly from a Greek formulary tradition. 

Sorne features of the Arabie formularies that were developed by 
the Muslim jurists suggest that the Vorlage of sorne of the legal tra
ditions that influenced them were written in Aramaic. One such lin
guistie feature that is relevant to the development of the formulary 
of deeds of lease 1S the change in the verb used to refer to the aet 
of lease. In the early Arabie leases from Egypt, such as the one pub

2, CJ. Kraerner, Excavations al NessaTUl, vol. 3: Non-literary Papyri (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1958) 156-50. 

JC. Greenfield, "Sorne Arabie Loanwords in the Ararnaic and Nabatean Texts 
from NaJ:tal Bever." Jerusalem Si1Jdies in Arabie and Islam 15 (1992) 11-12, 17. 

25 Y. Yadin, JC. Greenfield, A. Yardeni, and B. Levine, Tite Documents from the 
Bar Kokhba Period in the Cave qf l~tters: Hebrew, Aramaic and Nabatean-Aramaic Papyri 
(JDS 3; Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, The Hebrew University ofJerusalem, 
The Shrine of the Book, 2002). 

16 G. Khan, "The Pre-lslamic Background of Muslim Legal Formularies," ARAM 
6 (1994) 193-224. 
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lished here, the act of lease is expressed by verbal forms from the 
root ~kry. From the second half of the third hlamic century, how
ever, leases from Egypt begiIl to use verbs from the root ~)r. This 
verbal root i8 recommended by the jurists in their models for doc
uments of leaseY This use of the root ~)r may have been influenced 
by the fact that the Aramaic traditions of legal formularies that were 
eurrent in Iraq in the tirst millennium CE used verbs from the cog
nate Aramaie root ~ 'gr to denote leasing. This is found both in Syriac 

19 
doeuments28 and also in the Jewish Aramaic tradition. 

We see, therefore, that Arabie legal documents that have been 

preserved from medieval Egypt have roots in pre-Islamic traditions. 

The transmission of traditions from the pre-Islamic period to the 

medieval Arabie texts, however, often followed a complex route. 
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